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Czarnikow Sweetens Their 
Employee Training with Litmos

Czarnikow is a sugar and ethanol trading, advisory, and supply chain 

management firm that moves four million tons of sugar around the 

world each year and trades products globally from 12 offices, while 

employing around 190 people.

The company sought a training platform that would support its 

international staff, who speak a variety of languages beyond English. 

Czarnikow selected Litmos because it’s easy and intuitive for employees 

to access and complete courses in their language of choice. As a result, 

they now provide worldwide training to staff, seamlessly and in a uniform 

way.

They have now been able to complete over 500 hours of training in 

their first year using the system which they consider an extraordinary 

value for their money. In addition, the gamification within Litmos helps 

their teammates see all of the points and badges for every course they 

complete. Czarnikow feels they can now deepen their relationships with 

their clients by using Litmos. 

Industry: Food & Beverages 
Use Case: Employee Training

“The scalability 
of using Litmos 
has saved us a 
huge amount of 
money.... Being 
able to roll it 
out to everyone 
means that we get 
extraordinary value 
for the money.” 
 
Chris Hargraves
Business Development Manager


